The role of molecular genetic factors in age-related macular degeneration

**ABSTRACT**

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most frequent cause of irreversible blindness in the elderly in developed countries. Although the etiology of AMD remains largely unknown, numerous studies have suggested that both genes and environmental risk factors significantly influence the risk of developing AMD. Recently, single nucleotide polymorphisms, DNA sequence variations found within the complement factor H (CFH) gene, have been found to be strongly associated with the development of AMD. Several other genes have had at least one positive association finding and deserve further exploration. The purpose of this review is to provide an extensive report of the current data of AMD genetics and the contribution of this knowledge helps to the better understanding of its pathophysiology.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a complex degenerative disorder that primarily affects the elderly. Disease susceptibility is influenced by multiple genetic and environmental factors. Despite of success in identifying some genetic basis of sub-groups of AMD, investigators continue to struggle to identify other genes that predispose to, or cause the majority of this disorder.

Genetically, the condition is somewhat difficult to study because of its clinical variability and late onset, and also because AMD is a complex genetic disorder. In contrast to a classic Mendelian disease, in which one copy of an altered gene (autosomal dominant inheritance) or two copies of altered genes (autosomal recessive inheritance) are necessary and sufficient to cause a disease phenotype, in complex genetic or polygenic disorders, there can be genetic heterogeneity and variants interactions from multiple genes. In addition, genetic variants may interact with behavioral and environmental factors that contribute to enhance the disease risk, challenging the classic concept of causality that has dominated genetic research of rare disorders.

However, recent studies have identified a number of chromosomal regions harboring potential AMD genes using massive genome screening and complex statistical analysis. Candidate genes are selected based on either known characteristics of a gene (e.g., mutation predisposing to a trait) or physiologic association (e.g., genes’ role in modulation of complement activation). Once a gene is selected, it is amplified and then analyzed for the presence of polymorphisms (variants of the gene). The candidate gene is then compared with genes of a population of affected patients and controls to see if a true association exists.
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Genetic overview

Before discussing the recent discoveries regarding the genes that have been associated with AMD, it is important to consider some genetic definitions and nomenclature that are not too familiar for many ophthalmologists but are extremely important to enhance the understanding of this issue.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a long polymer of simple units called nucleotides made of sugars and phosphate groups joined by ester bonds. Attached to each sugar is one of four types of molecules called bases - A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymidine). It is the sequence of these four bases along the polymer that encodes information. Sequence variation could lead to a mutation, which means "change" in some disciplines and "disease-causing change" in others; or polymorphism, which means "non-disease-causing change" or "change found at a frequency of 1% or higher in the population".

A polymorphism can be found at the encoding gene sequence called exons, or at the non-coding region known as introns and could occur as substitutions, deletions, duplications or insertions of a base pair. The most common sequence variation related to AMD is the substitution of one base pair at codon 1277 of CFH gene. This type of molecular alteration is known as single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), and is designated by a ">" character, e.g., 1277T > C or T1277C denoting that at nucleotide 1277 an T is changed to a C. Being a non-synonymous SNP (produces a different polypeptide sequence) the change can also be designated as Y402H denoting that amino acid 402 Tyrosine (Y) is changed to a Histidine (H). All SNPs are cataloged in a public SNP database with a specific identification, for example T1277C at rs1061170.

The polymorphism can occur in a splice junction site, the DNA region that marks the boundaries between introns and exons. Sequence variation at this site can result in exon skipping or alteration of splicing (the removal of introns from heteronuclear RNA and joining of exons to form the mature messenger RNA). Occasionally polymorphisms can happen close to each other, organized as a block that are transmitted together in haplotypes (the combination of linked alleles for a given region of DNA on a single chromosome).

Molecular genetics of AMD

Over the past decade, researchers have begun to focus their attention on determining the genetic components of AMD (Table 1). Identification of underlying genes has been difficult, with both genomic screen (positional) and candidate gene (functional) approaches being used. Although numerous regions of interest have been identified by these genome screens, only two regions, located on chromosomes 1 and 10, have been consistently identified by the majority of studies.

CHF (complement factor H) gene

The first dramatic success of association studies for ARM was the discovery of a variant in the complement factor H (CFH) gene located in the regulation of complement (RCA) locus on chromosome 1q31.3. This gene encodes the CFH protein which is a major inhibitor of the complement system. It directly inhibits both classical and alternate complement pathways, therefore the absence of factor H or its low activity can lead to unchecked complement activation, serving as the inflammatory stimulus for drusen formation. Furthermore, environmental risk factors associated with AMD, such as smoking, are also known to decrease CFH levels in serum.

Recent reports have shown that a common polymorphism in exon 9 of the CFH gene (T1277C at rs1061170, or Y402H, a tyrosine to histidine change at position 402) is associated with macular soft drusen as well as an increased risk of advanced AMD, including geographic atrophy and neovascular AMD. These findings suggest that the C allele, or disease allele, contributes to almost half of all AMD cases. The odds ratios for development of AMD in patients with the Y402H SNP ranged from 2.45 to 7.4 with higher risks seen in homozygous CC subjects.

Interactions with modifiable risk factors and this specific CFH polymorphism were investigated. The authors concluded that obesity and cigarette smoking multiplied the risks associated with these variants. It’s estimated that there is a 4-fold increased risk among participants homozygous for CFH Y402H who are not obese compared with nonobese heterozygous subjects, whereas the risk is 12-fold higher among homozygous subjects who were also obese. Smokers of 10 pack-years or more who also have the CC genotype have approximately a 144-fold increase in disease risk compared with individuals who smoke fewer than 10 pack-years and have the CT or TT genotype. Although it was demonstrated that these two risk factors are independent of each other, they may work through similar mechanisms to increase the risk of neovascular AMD. These studies suggested that each of these factors may independently increase risk of neovascular AMD through similar mechanisms thus providing the possibility that one could potentially lessen a significant component of AMD risk by behavioral modifications.

In addition to Y402H, two other coding-region non-synonymous SNPs (I62V in exon 2 and D936E in exon 19) have also been described. These SNPs, as the Y402H, might affect the protein function through variability in expression levels, binding efficiencies, and/or other properties.

Several additional intronic SNPs were also related to AMD. A common variant in intron 2 splice acceptor site, IVS2-18insTT, was detected. Moreover, a recent publication demonstrated a previously unreported intronic SNP (rs1410996) that unexpectedly showed strong association with AMD.

Some authors suggested that no single polymorphism could account for the contribution of the CFH locus to disease susceptibility. Instead, multiple polymorphisms defined a set of four common haplotypes (of which two were associated with...
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Some studies suggest that the odds ratio for development of AMD was 57.58 (95% CI, 37.24-89), and they might be at greater risk for earlier onset of neovascular AMD. When smoking is introduced into the equation, it is estimated that CFH, LOC387715, and smoking explain 61% of the attributable risk for AMD. Controlling for each of the other two variables, the approximate population-adjusted risk for AMD and smoking is 20%, for AMD and A69S is 36%, and for Y402H is 43%.

Interestingly, a study aimed to determine whether modifiable risk factors act synergistically with LOC387715 to alter the risk of AMD suggested that regular acetyl salicylic acid use may reduce the risk conferred by homozygosity for LOC387715 A69S, and concluded that this variant appear to act synergistically with modifiable risk factors.

**Complement factor B (CFB) and complement component 2 (C2) genes**

Complement factor B (CFB) aids initiation of the alternative complement cascade, and complement component 2 (C2) activates the classical component pathway. CC2 is paralogous to CFB and resides adjacent to CFB on chromosome 6. In addition, they are expressed in the neural retina, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and choroid. The CFB R3Q SNP and the haplotype containing the C2 E318D/CBF L9H pair were significantly protective for AMD. After adjusting for age, Y402H, A69S and smoking, the effect of CFB R3Q remained quite strong extending and refining the role of the alternative complement pathway in the pathophysiology of AMD and further strengthening the proposed model that inflammation has an important role in this ocular disease.

**VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) gene**

The vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) gene encodes the VEGF protein, a major player in the control of angiogenesis. VEGF-A contains nine exons and is alternatively spliced to produce isoforms of differing lengths, 189, 165 and 121 amino acids. The most predominant isoform in the eye is the VEGF 165 which is further spliced into an ‘a’ or ‘b’ isoforms, the difference being the presence at the C-terminus of either exon 8 or exon 9, respectively. VEGF 165a has potent angiogenic

### Table 1. A summary of associations between AMD and genetic variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>SNP / polymorphism / allele</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFH</td>
<td>rs1061170 / T1277C</td>
<td>2.45 to 7.4</td>
<td>2, 4, 5-11, 13, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC387715</td>
<td>rs10490924 / A69S</td>
<td>2.5 to 7.3</td>
<td>7, 8, 15-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFB / C2</td>
<td>L9H / E318D</td>
<td>protective</td>
<td>18, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>rs1413711 / +674 CC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOE</td>
<td>ε 4 / ε 2</td>
<td>0.60 (protective) / 1.33</td>
<td>24, 25, 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX3CR1</td>
<td>V249I and T280M</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32-36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
properties, whereas VEGF165b has anti-angiogenic properties\(^\text{(20)}\). What controls splicing is still largely unknown but the balance between these two isoforms is vital in maintaining vascular homeostasis.

Increased levels of VEGF in surgically removed neovascular membranes from eyes with neovascular AMD have been demonstrated\(^\text{(23)}\). And it has been suggested that the presence of polymorphic sequences within the promoter or 5' -untranslated region of the VEGF gene can influence levels of VEGF protein expression\(^\text{(23)}\). Churchill et al.\(^\text{(20)}\) showed that a specific haplotype in this region is significantly associated with AMD (OR= 18.24, 95% CI 2.25-148.25, corrected P=0.0074).

Some studies found that the CC genotype at +674 was significantly associated with the AMD group, whereas the presence of the T allele was significantly associated with the control group\(^\text{(20-21)}\). These data support the hypothesis that the +674 CC genotype is a potential risk factor for AMD, and that carriage of the T allele is potentially protective\(^\text{(20,21)}\).

In summary, the molecular studies associated with the functional role in vascular growth and regeneration\(^\text{(20-23)}\), strongly implicates the VEGF gene in the etiology of neovascular AMD.

**APOE (apolipoprotein E) gene**

Apolipoprotein E (APOE) is a protein that plays a central part in plasma metabolism of lipids, in central nervous system lipid homeostasis\(^\text{(24)}\) and in response to neuronal injury\(^\text{(25)}\). It has been shown to be expressed in the RPE layer in mouse embryos, suggesting a role of this protein in retinal diseases\(^\text{(28)}\). Three common alleles, \(\varepsilon 2\), \(\varepsilon 3\) and \(\varepsilon 4\) encode the three protein isoforms \(E2\), \(E3\) and \(E4\), respectively. Although some authors showed no association with AMD\(^\text{(29)}\), some studies reported a reduction in the frequency of the \(\varepsilon 4\) allele in patients with AMD, including geographic atrophy and neovascular form\(^\text{(20)}\). In patients compared to controls, suggesting its protective effect\(^\text{(20,21)}\).

In addition, \(\varepsilon 2\) allele frequency was increased in AMD patients compared to controls, suggesting a modest increase in disease risk with this allele\(^\text{(31)}\).

APOE4 lacks cystein residues at position 112 and 158, which prevents the formation of disulfide bridges with APOAI or other peptide components\(^\text{(24)}\). Therefore, the inability of APOE4 to form dimers compared with APOE2 and APOE3, would favour easier transport of lipids through Bruch membrane because of a smaller size of lipid particles, allowing a better elimination and preventing of drusen formation\(^\text{(34-35)}\).

**CX3CR1 gene**

Chemokines are small proteins that induce directed chemotaxis in nearby responsive immune cells\(^\text{(32)}\). CX3C chemokine receptor 1 (CX3CR1) is expressed in microglial cells (MCs), the resident macrophages in the central neural system (CNS), and in the photoreceptor retinal layer\(^\text{(33-34)}\). This receptor mediates migration and adhesion of these cells in response to CX3C chemokine ligand 1 (CX3CL1)\(^\text{(32)}\). It has been demonstrated that all retinal MCs express CX3C chemokine receptor 1 (CX3CR1)\(^\text{(32)}\) and that two polymorphisms in the CX3CR1 gene, V249I and T280M, which are associated with impaired subretinal cell migration, increase the risk of AMD\(^\text{(32,34)}\).

Microglial cells participate in AMD development and progression by controlling retinal MC redistribution\(^\text{(32)}\) and increasing macrophage recruitment, which has previously been shown to contribute in drusen genesis and CNV development\(^\text{(34)}\). However, in animal models it has been demonstrated that decreased macrophage recruitment increases choroidal neovascularization\(^\text{(35)}\). These findings suggest that macrophage recruitment into the subretinal space is necessary to remove extracellular deposits and prevent the formation of drusen. These two controversy concepts could be explained by the fact that macrophages can have many different and even opposite functions depending on their activation state\(^\text{(35)}\).

Decreased expression of CX3CR1 results in macrophages with a proinflammatory phenotype compared with macrophages with high levels of CX3CR1, which have an antiinflammatory phenotype\(^\text{(36)}\). It is rational to consider that the accumulation in the subretinal space of resident microglia with reduced CX3CR1 function might therefore contribute to inflammation, leading to the recruitment of other inflammatory cells, which sequentially stimulate choroidal neovascularization and AMD.

**ABCR gene**

The presence of phenotypic similarities between Stargardt disease and AMD lead to multiple association studies between the gene responsible for the majority of cases of Stargardt disease, the ABCR gene and AMD. Some of these studies have indicated an association of AMD with certain non-synonymous SNP in ABCR gene, notably D2177N and G1961E\(^\text{(39)}\). However, this association has not been confirmed by other investigators\(^\text{(39)}\). To date, the ABCR variants do not seem to make a major contribution to AMD susceptibility.

**Other genes**

Studies that examined genes related to retinal dystrophy, such as ELOVL4 (Stargardt disease)\(^\text{(39)}\), bestrophin (Best disease)\(^\text{(3-37)}\), failed to firmly establish an association with AMD. In addition, some studies have suggested a role of VLDLR\(^\text{(3)}\), LRP6\(^\text{(30)}\) and HEMICENTIN-1\(^\text{(39)}\) genes in AMD pathophysiology. However, further studies are needed to ascertain their impact on disease susceptibility\(^\text{(40)}\).

**CONCLUSION**

Analysis of genetic susceptibility and potential interactions between variants and environmental factors (such as smoking and nutrition) seem to be essential to elucidate mechanisms of disease pathology. Association studies have provided valuable insights to demonstrate genetic differences that influence susceptibility to AMD.

A better understanding of the essential molecular mechanisms of diseases will allow us to define the relationship between the different AMD phenotypes expressed in patients.
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In turn, this will guide us to more accurate definitions and classification systems for AMD, leading to the development of new and effective therapies that are specific for each subtype of AMD. In addition, new preventive treatments will likely be developed using current information about the pathogenesis of the disease.

RESUMO

A degeneração macular relacionada à idade (DMRI) é a causa mais frequente de cegueira irreversível em idosos em países desenvolvidos. Apesar da etiologia da DMRI ainda permanecer desconhecida, numerosos estudos têm sugerido que tanto fatores genéticos quanto ambientais influenciam significativamente no risco do desenvolvimento da doença. Recentemente, polimorfismos de base única, variações na sequência de DNA encontradas no gene fator H do complemento (CFH), têm sido fortemente associado com o desenvolvimento da DMRI. Muitos outros genes tiveram ao menos um resultado positivo para esta forte associação com o desenvolvimento da DMRI. Muitos outros genes tiveram ao menos um resultado positivo para esta forte associação com o desenvolvimento da DMRI. Muitos outros genes tiveram ao menos um resultado positivo para esta forte associação com o desenvolvimento da DMRI. Muitos outros gen
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